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EAST MEMBER OF THE MONTH:
JASON WALLEN

Jason Wallen has been nominated for August’s member of the month. Jason
was nominated because of his willingness to always help members in the gym,
his positive attitude and lastly because he has hit the Crossfit decade mark!
Tell us a little about yourself:
I have a family of 5. My wife, Shanna who is super supportive and tolerates a lot, my daughter Rialey (17), my son Dawson
(15) whom many of you see with me in the gym occasionally, and daughter Jaida (11). Like many families, even though I
said we’d never have a dog, the pandemic destroyed our sanity and judgment so we added, Harry, who is a nine month old
Cockapoo. Shanna and I have given up on many personal interests at this stage of life to become personal Uber drivers for
the three kids, between activities, friends and sports our lives are fairly full. Many of you also know my family has been
involved in the Catfish Bay Waterski Show for many many many years now. Its fun to do something the entire family is
part of. There are several ski acts that I get to ski with my daughters and alongside my son. Fun times.

How & when did you get introduced to CrossFit? What made you want to continue
coming?
I was introduced to CrossFit in 2011; a decade of fitness! I started at a relatively new CF gym, CrossFit
Dunamis. I’ve since stayed on through several transitions, CF Phos Location 1, Location 2, Location 3;
and now CF Phos and Frontier Performance. But I told them, this is it! I’m never moving your equipment again!

What's one goal you’re really proud of accomplishing since you started CrossFit?
That is a tough question to answer as I don’t tend to spend a lot of time celebrating success. I generally check the box and
move on to the next objective. I’m more proud to just look back at the entire journey, there was a time I couldn’t do more
than 2 strict pull-ups, a year of practicing double-unders, needing multiple mats to do a HSPU, ungraceful falls on HS
Walks, 2 ACL tears and recoveries. You cover a lot of ground in 10 years; but you don’t have to be the most talented
individual to see success. Commitment + Time is a foolproof equation for anyone’s goals. It’s put me in a spot of being in
better shape at 40 years old than I was at 30.

Do you feel like aspects of
your time in the gym actually
carry over into the rest of
your life? If so, how?
Being a dad, there are fleeting moments
where you know what you’re doing is right
for your kids (many

other moments of having no clue);
Showing them commitment to
something and toughness, dedication
and the values of taking care of your
body through exercise and diet are what
I’ve seen carry through lately to those
most important to me. It’s easy to
forget, but even as teenagers, several
eyes are watching their parents.
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EAST MEMBER OF THE MONTH:
JASON WALLEN

If you could bring back any fashion trend what would it be?
Seriously? I’m a 40 year old white dude, I don’t know fashion. I haven’t been in a clothing store in over decade, I am
dressed by my wife. I have no right to answer this question. But maybe recently it’s bringing back the baggy basketball
shorts; this 7 inch inseam stuff lately makes me feel naked!

Finally, What do you appreciate most about Phos?
I appreciate being around like-minded people. There is a common theme of fitness and health that brings people
of different ages and from all aspects of life together. There are connections and relationships built within the
Phos community that you’d struggle to get started anywhere else.

With Jason having 10 years under his belt, a few people
wanted to say their favorite memory about him.
Rachel Lynass
"I’ve had the privilege of knowing Jason for over a decade and the privilege of competing with him more than any other
person over the years! I’ve always enjoyed working out with Jason because he’s not only an amazing athlete; however,
he is also a pretty cool human. Some of my favorite memories are actually just the conversations in the car on the way to
competitions! In his roles as a coach, competitor, and gym member, I have found his presence to be welcoming, his work
ethic inspiring, and his character even more so. Cheers to a decade!”

Luke Smidt
“Jason was one of the first people I met when I moved to Sioux Falls and joined Phos 1.0. He was super welcoming and
made Phos feel right at home. Flash forward 5 years to being on a team with him at the Granite Games and taking 2nd in
our division. Always the voice of positivity and mental strength. "

Albert Huizing

“Jason has always been the person when I first met him I instantly looked up to. Next, it’s crazy he can still stick with me
in most workouts. I hope in 10 years I am able to be in the shape that this guy is in. Please keep up your joyful character
on the gym floor, at the water skiing greatest show on earth and with your family. You truly are an amazing person and I
am glad that you have made it to 10 year mark!"
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WEST MEMBER OF THE MONTH:
DANAE SCHALDE

Danae has been nominated for August’s member of the month because of her family's
example that all people can do fitness no matter what age, her commitment to the
gym and lastly because her husband thought she would be a great choice!

Tell us a little about yourself
I work for Avel eCARE (formally known as Avera eCARE) for the past 10 years as a licensing and
credentialing specialist, meaning I get all medical staff their state licensure in the service line they
work for and the physicians the privileges they need to work in all of the hospitals that eCARE
provides service to. I am married to John and we have three daughters; Arabella 12, Adeline 8 and
Anniston 5. We have a dog Rocket who we adopted in January and a cat Izzy.

How & when did you get introduced to Crossfit and what made you want
to continue coming?
I started CrossFit in January of 2017 at FAF. John had been going to FAF for a couple of months and
knew I was frustrated in trying to lose the baby weight after having Anniston. John knew that I
would like it but, I thought I should be in shape before starting CrossFit (yes I was that person). I also
was very nervous about staring because I was so out of shape and overweight from having a baby.
That first class I felt so welcomed and accepted. It felt good to be pushed in a workout! I was hooked
after that first class and now they can’t get rid of me (sorry, not sorry Brandon).

What's one goal you're really
proud of accomplishing since you
started CrossFit?
My self confidence. I would have never had the
confidence to ever do a workout in a sports
bra especially after having three kids. It’s
taken a lot of time and work but I have become
proud of how my body looks and moves now.

Do you feel like aspects of your
time in the gym actually carry over
into the rest of your life? If so, how?
Yes, of course. I have more energy and
endurance to play with my girls and get daily
tasks done without feeling too tired. I know that
I am stronger which has made a difference when
I have had to help John out with moving
something big and heavy.
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WEST MEMBER OF THE MONTH:
DANAE SCHALDE

If you could bring back a fashion trend, what would it be?
Pegging or rolling the bottom of the jeans! I was really good at that.

Finally, what do you love most about Phos?
Of course I appreciate all of the coaches especially dealing with all of my dumb questions. Most
importantly, I really appreciate all of the friends and relationships that I made at the gym. They are
genuine relationships that go outside of the gym that I am extremely grateful for.
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
1st - Nicole Garber
2nd - Brett Nowotny, Rodney Mendenhall
4th - Trevor Holleman, Rudi Vennard
7th - Jessica Cooper
10th - Matt Meyers
11th - Nate Scheuer
12th - Joe Weeding
13th - Toni Zirbel, Deng Ajou
15th - Michael Chaplin, Luke Lynass
17th - Brandon Villanueva
20th - Amanda Duckett, Sarah Wilde, Katie Scheuer
22nd - Audrey Barbush
23rd -Joe Letellier
24th - Liz Schmid, Kenneth Akridge
25th - Bonnie Burkett
27th - Stephanie Smidt
28th - Jaxon Babb
29th - Adrianna Spaethe, Britta Olson
31st - Brendan Stancer

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
"“Even if you fall on your face, you’re still moving forward.”"
-Victor Kiam

SOCIALS
@crossfitphos

Thanks for reading!
We're glad to bring you monthly newsletters
and share a piece of what's been happening
within our community! Stay tuned for a new
issue each month!

facebook.com/crossfitphos
youtube.com/crossfitphosSF
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